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Introduction
● Almost all of the state-of-the-art deep learning models rely on the following 

framework.
○ Pre-train on ImageNet Dataset.
○ Fine-tune on the Target Dataset.

Standard Pre-training
Proposed Pre-training



Related Work - Learning from Instagram Images with Hashtags

● Mahajan et al. builds an image recognition dataset consisting of 3 billion 
images from Instagram.

● They label the images using the                                                                
hashtags given by the users. 

● Two sets of labels are used:
○ ImageNet labels (1k)
○ WordNet synsets (17k)

● Pre-training improves recognition                                                                 
accuracy on ImageNet by %5.                       

#brownbear

Mahajan, Dhruv, Ross Girshick, Vignesh Ramanathan, Kaiming He, Manohar Paluri, Yixuan Li, Ashwin 
Bharambe, and Laurens van der Maaten. "Exploring the limits of weakly supervised pretraining." In 
Proceedings of the European Conference on Computer Vision (ECCV), pp. 181-196. 2018.



Learning from Satellite Images using Wikipedia Articles

● In its latest dump, Wikipedia contains ~5 million articles (English) and ~1 
million articles are geo-referenced.

Scatter plot of the distribution of geo-tagged Wikipedia articles together 
with corresponding high resolution images.



Pairing Articles to Satellite Images - WikiSatNet

Pair to an 
overhead 
image

*Images embedded into Wikipedia Articles can also be used to learn 
deep visual representations. (Gomez et al. 2017)

Gomez, L., Patel, Y., Rusiñol, M., Karatzas, D. and Jawahar, C.V., 2017. Self-supervised learning of visual features through embedding images into text topic spaces. In Proceedings of 
the IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (pp. 4230-4239).



Representation Learning with Weak Labels

Downstream Task
(fMoW, Poverty Prediction, 

Object Detection, etc.)

*Requires human intervention and heuristics.



Representation Learning with Image2Text Matching

Downstream Task
(fMoW, Poverty Prediction, 

Object Detection, etc.)

*A more automatic approach.



Flipped Label Noise
Tagged as ‘INCIDENT’

*The word “Water” is mentioned 10 times in the article.
*The word “Sea” is mentioned 11 times in the article
*The word “Port” is mentioned 11 times in the article



Flipped Label Noise
Tagged as ‘EVENT’

*The word “Stadium” is mentioned 19 times in the article.



Flipped Label Noise
Tagged as ‘SCHOOL’

*The word “Airport” is mentioned 2 times in the article.
*The word “Aircraft” is mentioned 4 times in the article.



Adversarial Label Noise

● A big part of the Wikipedia dataset consist of images that are not visually different but labeled 
differently into categories like city, country, populated place, etc.

● Labeling aerial images are already difficult for humans. Doing crude labeling using the articles 
introduces large amount of adversarial label noise.

● Image to text matching method basically softens the loss function that penalizes the network.



Analyzing Doc2Vec Model

*Articles with similar content are projected to the similar latent space.



Image2Text Matching Pre-training Experiments

0.39 0.33

0.51

0.38 0.41

0.43

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AT%26T_Stadium

*Trained model matches the Wikipedia Article of AT&T Stadium to its corresponding overhead 
image with higher similarity than it does to other images.

● We use DenseNet with 121 layers to parameterize the CNN.



Target Task- functional Map of the World (fMoW)
● We use the recently released functional map of the world (fMoW) dataset 

consisting of high resolution satellite images.
● It includes 350k, 50k, 50k samples across 62 classes from the training, 

validation, and test sets.

Christie, Gordon, Neil Fendley, James Wilson, and Ryan Mukherjee. "Functional map of the world." In Proceedings of the IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition, pp. 
6172-6180. 2018.



Examples



Image Classification on fMoW

Gap decreases w.r.t sample 
complexity

Gap decreases w.r.t 
sample complexity

*Pre-training on a dataset with similar data
distribution to the target dataset is very helpful
when there is low sample complexity in the target
dataset



Building Segmentation on SpaceNet

Mean IoU scores on SpaceNet test set

*Pre-training works best when we consider the same level tasks (image recognition - image recognition, 
semantic segmentation - semantic segmentation). (He et. al CVPR 2019)
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Motivation
● Understanding the salient parts of an image is an important research field in 

computer vision.
● If we can understand the salient parts, we can potentially build more efficient 

Computer Vision models.

*Do we need the full image to be able to classify this image as ship?

*Can we just process small part of this image and identify that it is ship?

*If we process less number of pixels, we can build more efficient models.



PatchDrop - An Adaptive Patch Sampling Framework

Do we need all the patches in an image to infer correct decisions?

92.3% 91.1% 88.4% 46.3%

We train a ResNet32 on CIFAR10 and test it with random patch drop policy.

Can we design a conditional patch dropping strategy?



Proposed Framework

Policies ->

Actions ->

Policy Network Classifier

*Conditioning the Policy Network on low resolution images introduces minimal computational overhead.
*Additionally, in some domains, i.e. remote sensing, low resolution images are more affordable than high 
resolution images.



Modeling the Policy Network and Classifier
● The agent is trained using the predictions from the classification model.

Patch Sampling Policy->

Policy Network Predictions->

Classifier Predictions->

Cost Function->

NOT Differentiable!



Training the Policy Network and Reward Function
● We train the Policy Network using the Policy Gradient Algorithm.

Advantage Function ->

Cost Function to Maximize ->

Reward Function ->

Differentiable!

Temperature Scaling for 
Exploration/Exploitation Trade-off

->



Pre-training the Policy Network
● First, we train the classifier using original images without any masking.
● Next, we fix the classifier’s weights and train the policy network.

● The policy network learns to understand informative patches however the 
overall accuracy is reduced since the classifier is not trained on masked 
images.

FixUpdate

Pre-training Stage



● To boost the accuracy of the classifier, we finetune it jointly with the policy 
network.

● The classifier updates itself to adapt to the learned masked images and policy 
network updates the learned policies.

● At the end, in this step, we learn to drop more patches while increasing the 
accuracy w.r.t to the pre-training stage.

Jointly Fine-tuning the Policy Network and Classifier

Joint Fine-tuning Stage

UpdateUpdate



Experiments on CIFAR10/CIFAR100/ImageNet
● For CIFAR10 and CIFAR100, we use 45k, 5k, and 10k training, validation and 

test samples. 
● For ImageNet, we use 1.2 million, 50k, and 150k training, validation and test 

images.

*The proposed framework drops about %40-%60 of the patches while maintaining the 
classification accuracy of the model using original HR images.



Impact of Joint Fine-tuning

Pre-training

Joint 
Fine-tuning



Learned Patch Sampling Policies

ImageNet

LR

HR

Policy 
Network



Experiments on fMoW
● For fMoW, we use 350k, 50k, and 50k training, validation and test samples.
● Original images are 224x224px whereas the images used by the policy 

network is 56x56px.



Learned Patch Sampling Policies

Functional Map of the World

LR

HR

Policy
Network



Conditional BagNets

Brendel, Wieland, and Matthias Bethge. "Approximating cnns with bag-of-local-features models works surprisingly well on imagenet." arXiv preprint arXiv:1904.00760 (2019).

Global CNN



Conditional BagNets -  Experiments on CIFAR10

Brendel, Wieland, and Matthias Bethge. "Approximating cnns with bag-of-local-features models works surprisingly well on imagenet." arXiv preprint arXiv:1904.00760 (2019).



Conditional Hard Positive Generation

DeVries, Terrance, and Graham W. Taylor. "Improved regularization of convolutional neural networks with cutout." arXiv preprint arXiv:1708.04552 (2017).
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Introduction to Efficient Object Detection
● Object detection in large images has not been studied extensively.
● Most of the literature focuses on efficient box proposal techniques and 

backbone architectures.
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Object Detection in Large Images - I
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*Needs large memory to store large size 
feature maps.



Object Detection in Large Images - II
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*Reduce in mAP and mAR due to loss of 
spatial information due to downsampling 
operation.
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Object Detection in Large Images - III
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*No need to have large memory and 
downsampling operation.

*Increased run-time complexity.



Proposed Method - Adaptive Sliding Window
● Our method relies on the fact that small objects requires fine-level information 

to be detected whereas large objects can be detected at coarse-level.
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Proposed Framework - Coarse Level Policy Network

First Step of MDP

Second Step of MDP



Proposed Method



Modeling the Policy Networks



Modeling the Reward Function



Experiments - xView
● We conduct experiments on the xView dataset, consisting of 847 very large 

images (>3000x>3000 px).



Experiments - xView
● We conduct experiments on the xView dataset, consisting of 847 very large 

images (>3000x>3000 px).



Learned Policies



Experiments - Caltech Pedestrian
● Next, we conduct experiments on the Caltech Pedestrian Dataset.



Experiments - Caltech Pedestrian
● Next, we conduct experiments on the Caltech Pedestrian Dataset.

Gao, Mingfei, Ruichi Yu, Ang Li, Vlad I. Morariu, and Larry S. Davis. "Dynamic zoom-in network for fast object detection in large images." In 
Proceedings of the IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition, pp. 6926-6935. 2018.



Learned Policies
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Motivation

● #1 UN Sustainable Development Goal:
○ Global Poverty Line : $1.90 per person for one day.

● Understanding poverty can lead to:
○ Informed policy making
○ Targeted NGO and aid efforts.



Motivation
Uganda

Representation
(Satellite, Nightlight Images, Wikipedia etc.)

Build a Machine 
Learning Model

Satellite Nightlight Wikipedia Article



Related Work
Jean et al. (Science 2016)



Geo-located Wikipedia Articles
● Poverty prediction has been previously tackled by nightlight images.
● We use geolocated Wikipedia articles to better predict poverty.



Proposed Method
● We train the Doc2Vec model on ~1.2 million geolocated articles w/o supervision.
● Our multi-modal model uses nightlight images and features from articles to 

predict poverty. 

Proposed approach to perform poverty prediction on Africa.



Dataset
● There is 8k ground truth samples from African continent including countries 

Ghana, Malawi, Tanzania, Nigeria, Uganda.



Experiments
● We follow two training strategies to perform experiments in African countries:

○ Train on one country and test on another country
○ Train on all the countries and test on all the countries.



Analyzing the Model

Visualization of predictions and ground truth on Tanzania. Lower score represent poor areas.

Ground Truth Predictions



Analyzing the Predictions

*Rich places are projected to latent space closely to School, University, Company and 
Hospital related articles. Poor places are embedded closely to the Settlement related articles.


